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BENE FITS TO PRACTICING 
ENGINEERS 

In practice, the use of the material characterization 
procedure described in this paper could r esult in sig
nificant saving of laboratory time and obviate the need 
for expensive testing equipment. Also, rational pave
ment design methods that require characterization of 
permanent strain behavior are more likely to gain quick 
acceptance by practicing engineers if a simple test 
method ls available. 

Work Ls continuing on the development of a general 
constitutive equation that will require only the stress
straln results from static triaxial tests to predict ac
cumulated permanent strain after any number of load 
cycles. Also, applicability to a wider range of sub
grade soils, including cohesive ones, is being tested. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a simple procedure for char
acterizing the permanent strain behavior of cohesionless 
subgrade material by using stress-strain curves obtained 
from static tri.axial tests. More research is needed to 
extend the procedure to a wide1· variety of subgrade ma
terials and to develop a general constitutive equation for 
predicting permanent strain. 

The adoption of this procedure in practice will save 
both laboratory time and money in meeting material 
characterization needs. 
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·Rock-Slope Stability on Rail 
Transportation Projects 
C. O. Brawner 

This paper summarizes the factors that contribute to instability of rock 
slopes. outlines methods of control of lnnability, and descriMs examples 
of insta bility and stabi liz-ation. The factors that cont ribute to instability 
of rock slope include geologic conditions, groundwater, climatic condi· 

tions, blasting ettects, train vibration, and earthquakes. The methods of 
control considered include (a) stabilization by excavation or resloping, 
drainaQe, surface stabilization, and construction oI support systems; 
(b) protect ion : and (c) construction of warn ing systems. 
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In recent years, there has been a gradual increase in 
traffic through the western mountain regions of Canada 
and the United States. For example, traffic on the 
canadian Pacific Railway in western Canada has almost 
doubled since 1968. ' 

Much of the railway is constructed in rough, moun
tainous terrain, and many high soil and rock cuts exist. 
n might be expected that, because most of the cuts on 
the railway are from 50 to more than 100 years old, the 
slopes would now be stable. However, the increases in 
frequency, weight, and length of trains in the past decade 
have increased the vibrational stresses in the trackside 
slopes. As a result, unless rock-slope stabilization 
programs are carried out, rockfalls and slope failures 
will occur more frequently and be more severe. 

A number of recent rock-slope failures have caused 
train derailments and loss of life. The courts in Canada 
no longer accept rockfalls and slides as acts of God. 
Such events are considered to be predictable and con
trollable. 

Fortunately, our understanding of rock mechanics and 
rock-slope stability has increased greatly in the past 15 
years (J-4). It is now eco.nomically and practically 
feasible to locate potential areas of rock instability and 
to develop rational and practical programs to improve 
stability. 

This paper summarizes the factors that contribute to 
instability of rock slopes, outlines methods of control of 
instability, and describes examples of instability and 
stabilization. 

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE 
STABILITY OF ROCK SLOPES 

Rock-slope stability is influenced by many factors. Any 
program selected for stabilization must take into con
sideration the cause of instability, the delays that will 
be cre.ated during the stabilization program, and the cost 
of stabiliZation. 

The assessment of stability must be based on the 
geologic, hydrologic, climatic, topographic, rail traffic, 
and environmental conditions at the specific site. Fre
quently, geologic conditions are the most important fac
tor and, because such conditions frequently differ greatly 
oyer short distances, each rock slope must be investi
gated individually. 

1. Geologic conditions: Rock that is sound or has 
randomly oriented joints that are discontinuous over 
short distances will stand vertically for considerable 
height. For example, for a soft intact rock, vertical 
slopes of up to 1200 m (4000 ft) should exist. In nature, 
vertical slopes of this magnitude are unusual. Weak
nesses in the rock-faults, shears, joints, bedding 
planes, zones of weathering, hydrothermal alteration, 
and such-control the maximum height and angle at which 
the slope will be stable. When weaknesses exist, the 
most important factor is the orientation and dip of the 
discontinuity relative to the orientation of the slope face. 
The most serious type of problem is that of weaknesses 
or combinations of weaknesses that dip out of the slope. 
If the shear strength along the discontinuity is exceeded, 
failure will occur. The shear strength is influenced by 
the roughness along the discontinuity and the presence 
of weak material (fault gouges, altered infills, calcite 
stringers, and such). 

2. Groundwater: The frictional force developed along 
a potential failure surface is proportional to the normal 
force acting on that surface. If water pressure exists 
in the discontinuity, the normal force is reduced by that 
pressure. II the water table is near to the ground sur
face, the factor of safety of a rock slope is about 35 
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percent less than if the slope is well drained. 
3. Climatic conditions: The major effects of the 

weather on slope stability (other than changes in ground
water levels) are due to the combination of freeze-thaw 
and wet-dry cycles and to chemical alteration. When 
water accumulates in a crack and freezes, the expansion 
force can be sufficient to develop raveling and rockfalls. 
Thus, instability is normally greatest during the freeze
tbaw and snowmelt periods in the spring. 

4. Blasting effects: The excavation techniques used 
for transportation construction up until 5-10 years ago 
gave little consideration to the effects of blasting on the -- .. -
rock. The amount of explosive detonated at one time 
should be controlled to minimize particle acceleration - · ..._ 
forces. This can be done by using delay !uS'es. Re-
ceRtly developed preshear and cushion techniques allow 
rock slopes to be excavated to steeper inclinations that 
have lower long-term maintenance requirements. Figure 
1 presents a comparison of the effects of blasting tech
nique. The slope in·the upper portion of the picture was 
excavated by using a controlled preshear technique, While 
that in the lower portion was excavated by a mass-volume 
technique in which widely spaced, heavily loaded l;loles 
were used. 

5. Vibration: Vibrational stresses caused by train 
traffic can lead to rockfalls and slope failures. The 
frequency and magnitude of the vibration influence the 
stability. Unit trains have more uniform frequencies, 
and the increasing length of these trains increases the 
length of time during which the vibration occurs. Re
placement of wooden ties by concrete ties, which trans
mit more of the vibration to the roadbed, tends to in
crease the amount of rockfall. 

6. Earthquakes: Much of the western portion of 
North America is in an earth.quake zone of mode.rate to 
high potential. The current state of the art does not al
low accurate prediction or warning of earthquakes. 
Earthquakes can cause m:.jor slides in rock; for ex
ample, an earth.quake having a magnitude of 7 .5-8.5 on 
tbe Richter scale caused a slide on the Madison River in 
West Yellowstone, Montana, and one having a magnitude 
of 3.2 caused a slide 16 km (10 miles) east of Hope, 
British Columbia, on Highway 3. 

Types of Rock Instability 

n is essential to define the types of failure that present 
the greatest hazard to a transportation facility. The 
types of instability and their associated causes are sum
marized in Table 1. 

Evaluation of Rock Stability 

The evaluation of rock stability is most effectively tjone 
in two stages. In stage 1, the relevant geologic, topo
graphic, climatic, hydrologic, and traffic data are 
gathered; a site inspection is made; and site mapping 
is carried out. Frequently, evaluation of these data ob
tained will be sufficient to assess stability. 

When the initial study indicates a potential for large
scale failure or for a failure that could have serious 
consequences, more extensive (stage 2) investigation is 
usually necessary. This may include drilling boreholes 
and orienting the core by down-the-hole photography, 
borehole periscope, or other means. Direct shear tests 
on joints or infill material, determination of water pres
sure in the joints by the use of piezometers, and the per
formance of stability computations will often be re
quired (!). 
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METHODS OF CONTROL 1. Stabilization, 
2. Protection, and 

There are three approaches that can be used separately 
or in combination in the development of a realistic pro
gram to control stability: 

3. Warning systems. 

The pr ime respons ibility is to provide a practical 
degree of safety a t a justiiiable cost. It must be recog
nized that it is physically imposs ible to protect against 
all possible fa ilw-es . It is l'lOt economical or pr actical 
to locate or predict all of the potentially unstable areas. 
The cost of providing 100 percent safety is extremely 
high. 

Figure 1. Comparison of etfecu of different 
blasting procedures. 

1. Stabilization: Stabilization of rock slopes is done 
where the caus e and extent of the failure can be defined 
and the cost of the stabilization can be justified. A 
stabilization program must be based on a definitive site 
investigation . The types of stabilization procedur es in
clude (a) excavation or res loping, (b) drai nage (sw-face 
and subsurface ), (c) stabilizat ion of the surface, and (d) 
support system (see Table 2). 

2 . Protection: Protection involves the prevent ion of 
rock from falling on the track. Where the volumes of 
falling rock are large and the volume of traffic is heavy, 
the use of expensive procedures (such as tunnels or rock 
sheds) can be just ified, In other areas, slope or ditch 
treatment will frequentl y be sufficient . 

One of the most effective protection procedures is the 
use of a deep inner-ditch catchment or, alter nat ively, 

Table 1. Types and causes of instability. 

l'Jpe of IDBtability 

Roel< allele 

Block or wedge !allure 

Rockfall 

Frequency ol Occurrence 

Rare 

Inlrequent 

F r tquent in steep blocky rock; inlreque!\l in 
massive rock 

Associated Causes 

Geological weaknesses that bound t• rge rock vol umes dipping out or 
the s lope; weathered rock; high waler press:\lres; eanhquakes; 
over•teepenlng or s lope 

Ceologle>I weaknesses that bound blocks or wedges or ro<>l< : hf~h 
water presoures : adverse c.llm>lic condi t ions: vlbr:llloM rrom 
blasting or truffle ; earthqu•.ku; root wedg-ing 

Weathering ; temperature ch2nges : freezing and tha•••lng: .... eit nj; and 
dry lns: .. ·ater pressure In j~f nts: root v.·ed ' ng: joints ths t di;> O'Jt 
ol lhe •lope: 11'2Jlic ••lbrollon; weak goui;es In taul:s 2nd .near 
z.ones lht dip oul or slope; poor blasting cont n1l 

RUlllling slope: boulders and 
talus 

Frequent in areas of talus, till slopes, and 
coarse gravel slopes 

Slopes that are cul steeP<1r than the •ni;lc or rep <.'se: e'osion that 
undE"rcuts bouJdf.rs or more resist.ant rock 

Debris avalanche 

Slope erosion 

lnrrequent 

Frequent in areas or high precipitation; more 
freq uent on new construction 

Slides and trees lblll fall into gullies or are carried by waler and 
snowslides; extreme snowmelt or rainfall 

Heavy to very he3vy precipitation or snowmelt on exposed slopes; 
•lopes that are cut steeper than angle or repose; existence or Cine
grained soils rn slope 

Table 2. Types of stabilization procedures for rock slopes. 

Type of Stabilization 

Excavation 

Drainage 

Surface stabiliution 

s..pport syolem 

Note: 1 m "' 3 28 It. 

Example 

Scaling' 

Slope nattening 

Runorr diversion 
Subsurface drainage' 

Ice glacier reduction 

Shotcrete plus wt re mesh 

Ory r ock wall on •lope 
Butt resses' 

Rock bolts and cables' 

Rock dowels' 
Bolted wire mesh 

•Sft F i~re 2. "SH Fi~n J. ' See F 19ure 4 

Comments 

Applicable to rock faces that have Infrequent, random 4 oriented geologic discontinuities; req..ilres carelul 
use or explosh•es as vibn.t ion mtl}' loosen other rocks 

May require removal oC rock promontories or larger blocks by drltlir.g and blasting; ohould have parallel 
drill holos wherever possible · 

Cln be- used who.re excessive rockfalls occur or where joints or bedding dip out or slope; requires benches 
w!dc enoush lo clean out as rock foiling rrom aw••e may bounce from debris-lilled bench onto roadbed or 
track 

Should be used where water runs O•<'r th e race : may require llnJns or ditches 
Commonl)' uses horlzonlll drain holes drilled Into the •lope on 3- to 8·n1 centers to dlat•ncu or ot le>.sl 12 

m (but not more lh3 n one- fourth or the slope belght ); requires use or perloraled pl•.rlc pipe ii holes col
lapse a-nd or lnsWaUon or heatlnti II tee glaciers develop 

Uses horizontal dnin holes to Intercept sfope·l:u:e seep"gt thol w II rrceze : may requlr~ radiant heaters 
on polts lo control the freez ing 

C•n be used to mlnirnlz~ furl her slope-race deterior:itlon a nd seal C"Jlosed joints: oppll c•.hle to blocky 
s lopes : requires Iha.I sur!3C~ lie.cleone<l and wetted before appUtalfon and frequent d••ln ~penlng • b<! left : 
normally ; cm lhltk 

Used where rock is \·ery blocky and the blocks are small; size oC wire mesh depends on rock conditions 
and slope height 
~n be LlSed where shallow rock or soil slopes are raveling to provide support j will ~ lree draining: 
Can be used to support large vdumes of rock that would otherwise require excavation or where key rocks 

retain large \'olumes above; may require reinforcement or anchor grouting to the rock mass 
Can be used to tie key rocks that, iC remo\·ed. would unde·rrnine support for other rocks; should be ten

sioned and then grouted Cull length to develop long-term stability and to protect against corrosion; may be 
used i r. conj unction with shale re le 

Can ~ ~routed into drill holes-located at toes or rock blocks to prevent sliding 
Can be ;.ised where large areas of rock £:ice contajn blocky jointed rock; requires corrosion-resistant mesh 

' See Figure Sc 
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Figure 2. Scaling and trimming of rock face to 
improve stability. 

Figure 3. Drainage control: (a) horizontal drain installation 
and (b) installation of drain. 
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catch walls can be constructed. One of the most efficient 
and economical types of wall is the gabion wall, which 
can be varied in height and is flexible under impact (see 
Table 3). 

3. Warning systems: Warning systems are used 
where occasional falls are expected but the cost of pro
tection or stabilization would not be justified. 

The most commonly used warning system is the elec
tric fence connected to the signal system. With this 
method, the probability that the locomotive engineer will 
have sufficient warning to stop in time is less than 100 
percent. Also, if the fall occurs while the train is_ be- _ 
tween signals, the engineer will not be warned, and 
those slides that are caused by train vibration will bit 
the train behind the locomotive. Radio transmitters con- .._ 
nected to the fences increase the warning time. 

"rn the winter, ice a~d snow frequently cause the wires 
to break or short-circuit. The use of combined heating 
and signal cable can reduce this problem. Considerable 
research is being carried out to improve warning sys
tems. Programs include vibration meters, robot pa
trols, television monitoring, guided radar, and laser 
detection. 

Figure 4. Shotcrete treatment to stabilize blocky 
rock slope above tunnel. 

Figure 5. Support systems: (a) concrete buttress to support massive rock slab, (b) rock bolts to stabilize rock block, and (c) dowels 
roncreted into shallow boreholes to resist sliding block. 
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Table 3. Types of protection measures for rock slopes. 

Type ol Protection 

Slide sheds" 

Tunnels 

Relocation or alignment 
Slide channels and bridges 
Slape treatment 

Ditch treatment 

Catch walla • 

Catch leoces 

Debris fences 

Slide diversion channels 

•s. Figure e. "Sot Figuro 7. 

Example 

Catch berms 

Wire mesh blankets" 
Deeper ditchesc 

1 See Figunt 8 
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Comments 

Can be constructed wh~re slide or avalanche runs are well qeCined and slides occur Creq1Jently to carry 
debris o-..·er tap or tr~ck 

C:an oUer sa(e condit hins 'Nhe re rock 9IOpt-!S are very irregular, sterp, or dangerous; mly require 
Jin!~ fn raulled or ad.,er~rl y jointed rock and special drainage procedures II wet conditions are en
counlcred 

Should be considered where slide conditions are severe 
Can be coru11ruc1ed where sl de 1rack.s cross r1>.llway no"'r track level 
Can be exca-.ted along buc o( rock cll!Cs on talus, 11:1 , or soil slopes. lo lnterce·pt rolling rock; must 

be wide enou~h ror perlOdlc c leani ng 
Can be draped over a slope lh l>.t Is n:vellng lo control surlace !alls 
Can be ~sed 10 c:uch rocks lh1>.l rol l or !all rrom above (Sl; should be cut vertical II this angle ts atallle; 

should be wide enough to be cleaned mechanically -
Art ellecllve when located on Inner side of ditch ; should have vertical b.ack faces ; because concrete 

walls ate rigid and may be d~maged by l>rge roe.ks, gab!on walla, which are le as exp~n.slve and 
more flexlble, aro preletred 

Can be lnst•lled along Inner dltchu to catch rolling re.ck; lor larger rocks, scn>p rail can be welded 
horlzonlally; arc cosily to maintain 

Can be constructed from steel rails in creeks and gulUes that periodically cany debris, logs, bruah, 
and such · 

Cao be constructed where slide chaMels exist and adjacent room la available to direct elides away 
from track 

Figure 6. Wooden and concrete rockslide sheds to carry frequent 
rockfalls over track. 

figure 8. Catchment ditch. 

Figure 7. Wire mesh over raveling rock slope to prevent rockfall into 
grade. 

New Construction 

New construction and Teconstruction sometimes require 
rock excavation. In the past, the general practice was 
to specify that new slopes in rock be cut to 0.25:1 and 
that shallow V-type ditch.es be u.sed. These slopes were 
not desii;;ned according to the strength or quality of the 
rock. Current knowledge of rock mechanics, however, 

Figure 9. Catchment design using gabion walls. 

makes it possible to determine the stable slope angle 
with reasonable certainty and at a reasonable cost. 

Where the rock strength or the geologic structure are 
favorable, rock slopes can and should be cut vertically. 
This will reduce quantities, allow the use of wider 
ditches, and result in ,rockfalls that drop vertically into 
the inner ditch rather than bouncing or rolling onto the 
track (see Figure 10). However, where geologic struc
tural weaknesses dip out of the slope at an angle steeper 
than the effective angle of friction, the slope should be 
cut to this angle only. 

Controlled blasting by using preshear or cushion tech-
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niques should be used for the excayation of all rock 
slopes to minimize the damage to the rock in the slope 
from seismic acceleration forces (which can break rock 
and open joints for many meters back from the slope) 
(see Figure 11). 

Typical Rock-Stability Assessment 
Program 

To illustrate a working approach to the development of 

figure 10. Design for rock slope. 

\ 
I 

Note: Rock w1I ! generolly be retained on slopes 
tlat!er tiiar. the approximate angle of 
repose. 

Ditch 

Figure 11. Comparison of rock slopes cut by using controlled venus 
uncontrolled blasting techniques. 

Figure 12. Effect of a major rockfall from zone of 
fractures and weathered rock. 
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a rock-stability program, the program developed for the 
Canadian Pacific Railway on more than 2400 km (1500 
miles) of t r ack is described . 

In stage 1, a variety of air photographs, topographic 
maps, climatic data, anc! railway plans were reviewed. 
This was followed by an inspection of the cut slopes by 
a division engineer, a roadmaster, or an assistant road
master. The stability of the slopes was then rated into 
five categories according to an estimate of the probability 
of failure based on the geology and rock conditions, slope 
geometry, ditch dimensions, hydrology and slope seep
age, and past experience with slides or f~lls at the site: _ 

1. Moderate probability of a failure of sufficient vol-
wne to cause derailment if undetected, '• 

· 2. Some probability of a failure of sufficient volwne 
to cause derailment if undetected, 

3. Moderate probability of a small-volwne failure 
that might reach the track, 

4. Moderate probability of a localized rockfall during 
extreme climatic conditions such as very heavy rainfall 
or runoff or an extreme freeze-thaw cycle, and 

5. Slight possibility of a localized failure under ex
treme climatic conditions (generally shallow cuts), 

A program was instituted to record all slides and 
rockfalls large enough to be dangerous to train traffic. 
This included data on time, location, size, sight visi
bility, weather conditions preceding movement, type and 
size of movement, estimated cause of movement, prob
lem created, and action taken. Areas of more frequent 
occurrences were investigated in detail on a priority 
basis to assess the nee_~ for and method of improving 
stability.- Finally, a lecture and site-inspection work
shop was prepared and attended by engineering staff, 
roadmasters, and foremen, and numerous case examples 
were reviewed. 

In the stage 2 program, priority areas for stabiliza
tion were established, a detailed inspection was made 
of each, stabilization requirements were defined, and 
specifications were prepared. Construction has begun 
on these priority areas and will continue until the annual 
budget allocation is expended. At that time, further pri
ority areas will be defined to establish the next year's 
program. 

EXAMPLES OF INST ABil..ITY AND 
STABILIZATION 

Figure 12 shows the effect of a major rockfall from a 
zone of fractures and weathered granite. This fall was 
precipitated by very heavy rainfall that increased the 
water pressure in the rock discontinuities. The rock 
fell across a highway, broke a concrete wall, and then 
fell onto the rail track below. The lead engine of a train 
hit the rockfall and derailed. Stabilization of this area 
involved removal of the remaining weathered rock and 
rebuilding the wall. The addition of horizontal drain 
holes to relieve the water pressure would have been de
sirable. 

Figure 13 shows the results when a unit train hit a 
rockfall having a volume of about 11 m 3 (15 yd3

) on a 
curve . The train was derailed, and the engines and sev
eral cars went over the bank. The cause of this rockfall 
is s hown in Figure 14-sliding on a soil-infilled joint (a) 
that dipped about 45° out of the slope of a block bounded 
by two through-going joints that were steeply inclined 
(b and c) a nd partially filled with calcite. Factors that 
contributed to the failure were the presence of the ad
versely dipping joints, a soil infill that became saturated 
by heavy rain, and train vibration. In this case, the 
slope was stabilized by selective scaling, installation of 
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Figure 13. Train derailment caused by train hitting rockfall. 

Figure 14. Cause of rockfall that caused train 
derailment shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 15. Potential failure site found during 
annual track inspection. 
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tensioned and grouted rock bolts, and construction of 
drain holes. · 

The potential failure site shown in Figure 15 illus 
trates the importance of periodic inspections of ro ck 
slopes by specialist rock mechanics engi neers. This 
site was found during an annual inspection of rock s lopes 
by track car. The near-vertical crack observed ex-

Figure 16. Stabilization: construction of wider catchment ditch. 

Figure 17. Location at which rockfall punctured gasoline tank. 

Figure 18. Track threatened by weak rock on adjacent rock face . 
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tended fron1 the base of the s lope to the top (about 30 m 
(100 f t ) j above the track, where it was about 0.3 m (12 
in) wide. The cr ack, which was of recent origin, had 
been caused by Yibration due to blasUng to develop holes 
for polns on which to construct a warning fence. Action 

Figure 19. Track threatened by snow and ice sliding from adjacent 
rock face. 

Figure 20. (a) Location where shifting rock block resulted in 
movement within rock masonry abutment and (b) close·up of 
anchor cable installed for stabilization. 
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to stabHize the crack was taken immediately and involved 
removal within a week of about 1500 m 3 (2000 yd3

) of ma
terial. ~ring the blasting to remove this material, the 
track was covered with sand and gravel for protection. 

Figure 21. (a) Bridge 
where crack deveh;>ped 
between abutment wall 
and approach retaining 
wall, (b) location below 
wall where rock block 
had fallen, and 
(c) stabilization of area. 

Figure 22. Stabilized 
concrete retaining 
wall. 

~ .· . 
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At the site shown in Figure 16, there was only a very 
narrow shallow ditch, and rock from slopes extending up 
to 122 m (400 ft) above per iodically fell on the track. The 
rock is bedded shales, slates, and limestones, and the 
strike of the bedding was approximately perpendicular 
to the rock face. The jointing dipping out of the face 
was negligible. A wider catchment ditch was constructed 

Figure 23. Construction of rock pillar support to 
control rockfall. 

Figure 24. (a) Excavation at toe of rock slope and ( b) rockfall 
precipitated by excavation. 
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by removing the toe of the rock bottom by controlled 
preshear blasting in which the drill holes were spac ed 
0.3-0.5 m (12-18 in) apart. Due to the favorable joi nt 
orientation, the rock face was cut vertically. 

Figure 17 shows a location where a rockfall from high 
up a slope bounced across the tracks and punctured a 
large tank filled with gasoline. The gasoline spilled out 
onto the track, road, and adjacent inlet and created a 
serious fire and explosion hazard. The left-hand tank 
should never have been constructed at that location, 
which was close to both the rockfall path a (denuded of 
vegetation above the tank) and the second, larger path b. 
n was recommended that the tank be removed or pro -
tected by thick timbers on the slope side. 

The track shown in Figure 18 is threatened by the 
adjacent rock face, in which weak rock exists below hard 
competent rock and is weathering and undercutting the 
support of the hard rock. It has been recommended that 
the weak rock be covered with wire-mesh-reinforced 
shotcrete to halt deterioration. 

At the site shown in Figure 19, snow and ice develop 
on the smooth surface of the steeply dipping granite rock 
face and, during periods of melting, have sometimes 
slid off and derailed cars and locomotives. It has been 
recommended that dowels of old rail be grouted into the 
surface of the rock to increase the resistance to sliding 
and to hold the snow in place until it melts. 

Figure 20a shows a location where shift ing of a maj'or 
rock block along a steeply dipping rock joint (a) resulted 
in movement within the rock masonry abutment. High
capacity anchor cables were installed, tensioned, and 
grouted to increase the shear strength along the joint and 
to halt the movement. Figure 20b shows a close-up of 
an anchor cable installation; each cable is 2 5 m (80 ft) 
long and full-length grouted to ensure that there is no 
loss of tension and to reduce the risk of corrosion. 

Figure ::la &hows a bridge where a crack up to 2 .5 cm 
(1 in) wide developed between the abutment wall and the 
approach retaining wall (a). The geomet!"y of the crack 
indicated that the wall was rotating outward, and in
spection of the rock slope below the wall showed that a 
large block of rock (b) had fallen from the face, which 
had removed support for the rock forming a portion of 
the foundation of the wall (see Figure 21b). The rock
fall area was cleaned of foreign material and loose rock, 
and the area was stabilized by grouting steel dowels into 
the rock and then filling the cavity with concrete (see 
Figure 21cl. 

At a location where the track was supported by con
crete retaining walls constructed more than .70 years 
ago, cracks had begun to develop in the walls and sev
eral had tilted, some as much as 15 cm (6 in). A sup
port system of no. 16 steel bars anchored and grouted 
into the rock and steel channels was installed at 3- to 
3.5-m (10- to 12-ft) centers. One of the stabilized walls 
is shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 23 shows a stabilization project in which rock 
pillars were constructed to control rockfalls near a 
major fault zone at the spring line of a tunnel. No. 8 
dowels were grouted into the rock to tie the piliars to the 
rock. 

Figure 24a shows an excavation being carried out at 
the toe of a rock slope to key in a road cut, and Figure 
24b shows the major rockfall this excavation precipitated. 
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Labor-Intensive Technology: 
Promises and Barriers 
Mathew J. Betz and Ronald Despain 

The numerous criteria for technology evaluation in developing countries 
are discussed with emphasis on labor-intensive appropriate technologies. 
Historical technologies, current technologies of reduced scale, the adapta· 
ti on and improvement of indiQBnous technologies, and the need for re· 
search and development in labor-i ntens ive techniques ere presented. The 
technical factors in road construction are investigated as they relate to 
labor intensity. Special emphasis is given to evaluation of design stan· 
dards, location criteria, and scheduling. It is possible to combine labor· 
Intensive techniques where appropriate with more-conventional capital· 
intensive methods. The susceptibility of the various connruction com· 
ponents to labor-intensive applications is briefly reviewed. Finally, the 
barriers to the adoption of labor-intensive techniques in road construe· 
tion are presented. These include technical barriers; psychological bar· 
rlers; bureaucratic barriers; educational barriers; managerial barriers; and 
the general tack of research, development, financing, marketing, and dis· 
tribution systems to support labor-intensive alternatives. Labor-intensive 
alternatives are but one in a continuum of technologies. Developing 
countries will probably retain capital-intensive techniques for primary 
roed projects. Labor-intensive techniques are probably best suited to the 
construction of feeder and rural-development roads. 

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 

During the past hall decade, the terms "appropriate 
technology" and "labor-intensive technology" have be
con1e widely used, and the number of publications ad
dressing their numerous aspects has grown. 

The term "appropriate technology" can vary broadly 
in its application. n is currently being applied, not only 
to the developing countries, but also to Western Europe 
and the United States. Philosophically, appropriate 
technology implies that the decision makers should have 
the sophistication to devise, plan, evaluate, and select 
from a range of technical solutions to a given problem. 
Furthermore, it suggests that their selection should be 
based on a broader range of criteria than has been true 
in the past. Appropriate technology advocates the use 
of a greater number of economic indicators than is ad
dressed in the tradit ional economic-feasibility study and 
emphasizes the need to include social as well as eco
nomic factors. 

Stated in another way, appropriate technology could 
be expressed as the provision of technical solutions that 
are appropriate to the economic structure of those in
fluenced, appropriate to their ability to finance the ac
tiyity, appropriate to their ability to operate and main
tain the facility, appropriate to the environmental con
ditions, and appropriate to the management capabilities 
of the population. There are numerous criteria, and 
appropriate technology challenges all of them. Not only 
the engineer, technologist, and economist but also the 

sociologist, anthropologist, historian, and others need 
to become involved in the evaluation and selection pro
cedures of technological decision making. 

In an extensive review, Eckaus has developed the 
following criteria for appropriate technology (!_): 

1. To maximize product output, 
2. To maximize the availability of consumer goods, 
3. To maximize the rate of economic growth, 
4. To reduce unemployment, 
5. To encourage regional development, 
6. To reduce balance~of-payment deficits, 
7. To provide greater equity in income distribution, 
8. To promote political deve :ipment, and 
9. To improve the quality of life. 

And, although conceding that the list is still far from 
c.omprehensive, we add the following: 

10. To reduce the population flow to urban centers, 
11. To provide an adequate food base for the local 

or national population, 
12. To be as consistent as possible with the indige

nous social structure, and 
13. To preserve the indigenous cultural continuity 

and heritage. 

It is obvious that these criteria are themselves in 
conflict. This is the real-world situation where no solu
tion, technical or otherwise, will improve all factors 
impacted by a project. The strength of this approach is 
that it can identify both negative aspects and those that 
can be improved. This should lead to more-rational de
cision making because the positive and negative aspects 
can be compared as trade-offs. n presumes, however, 
that the criteria and the relath•e importance of each can 
be agreed on. Paradoxically, this advantage may also 
be a weakness. It may fail at times because it cannot be 
all things to all people. Considerable delay, which may 
in the end be disadvantageous to all, may be encountered 
in the extensive analysis and evaluation required. The 
decision making becomes very complex because of the 
number of criteria im·olved and of disagreement as to 
which have priority. Because of its broad definitional 
base, one can honestly say that, given appropriate con
ditions, any technology from tool-less hand labor to 
earth satellites can be appropriate. 
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